
 

----------------------------------------------------------------------------- OVER_LAY This macro is one of the most powerful overlays
available in Over_LAZ, with many useful features. Over_Lay allows you to assign keystrokes for easily and easily create your
own customized overlays. For example, you can: - create several different versions of your greeting cards. - make one overlay
have different text from another one with just a click. - have different messages to different departments. - set up customized
overlays in as few as three clicks. - set your own keywords for special characters or letters - set your own words to appear when
your documents are printed. - display your own messages in various formats. - apply your own pre-drawn graphics to your
documents. - assign your own fonts. - save your overlays to disk for reuse later. - and more.
---------------------------------------------------------------------------- OVERLAY Example Usage:
---------------------------------------------------------------------------- The following is a small sample of how you might create a new
version of a greeting card: 1. Start Over_LAY by going to FILE - INSERT - OVER_LAY. 2. Click NEW - AFTER - CUSTOM
- CARD. 3. Click OK to open the Over_LAY MENU. 4. Set the following options: - CUSTOM CARD - WITH TEXT = Hello!
- CUSTOM CARD - WITH TYPE = COMMERCIAL. 5. Click SAVE to save the overlay as a new custom file. 6. Click
CANCEL to cancel the creation of a new custom file. 7. Save the file and open it in WordPerfect. The following is a sample of
how you might create a customized version of a letter. 1. Start Over_LAY by going to FILE - INSERT - OVER_LAY. 2. Click
NEW - AFTER - CUSTOM - CIVIL - L. 3. Click OK to open the Over_LAY MENU. 4. Set the following options: - CUSTOM
CIVIL - LETTER - WITH CONTENT = Hello. 5. Click SAVE to save the overlay as a new custom file. 6. Click CANCEL to
cancel the creation of a new custom file. 7. Save the file and open it in WordPerfect.
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* Browse and connect to any wireless network in seconds * Track your wireless connections as they change * Detect and
monitor network activity and save network location information for later analysis * Show signal strength, encryption and noise
levels * Look up the MAC address of any network device * Save lists of trusted and private networks * Supports all most
popular wireless adapters * Import/export.csv and.arr records for easy transfer to other programs * Automatic scanning can find
and connect to new networks * Full support for Mac and Windows platforms * Works with both 32 and 64-bit versions of
Windows * Various network settings, such as RSSI, Tx power, encryption, and ESSAP are recorded * Various network filters
including MAC, SSID, ESSAP, IBSS, Packet Binary Convolutional Code, Encryption * Toolbar and keystroke accelerator for
easy access to all available functions * Manually turn on and off the Data Capture Mode * Filters available in the main window:
MAC, MAC, Authentication Algorithm, ESSAP, ESS, RSSI, Tx Power, Encryption Type, Encryption, SSID, Packet Binary
Convolutional Code, IBSS, Packet Binary Convolutional Code, Encryption * Batch mode for faster network scanning, saving
configuration parameters, and importing and exporting.csv and.arr records * Import or export files and a variety of network and
interface settings * Wireless Authentication Type, Encryption, ESSAP, Encryption Type, IBSS, Network Name, ESS, MAC,
Encryption, RF Type, Filter Type, Mode, and Start Time * Supports the following wireless adapters: * 2.4GHz 802.11b/g/n and
5GHz 802.11a/n/ac * WPA2-PSK * WPA2-EAP * WPA2-PSK/WPA2-EAP * WEP-PSK * WEP-EAP * WEP * WPA-PSK *
WPA-EAP * WPA-PSK/WPA-EAP * WPA2-PSK/WPA2-EAP * WPA2-PSK/WPA2-EAP * WPA2-PSK/WPA2-EAP *
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